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Abstract
Explainability of deep learning methods is imperative
to facilitate their clinical adoption in digital pathology.
However, popular deep learning methods and explainability techniques (explainers) based on pixel-wise processing disregard biological entities’ notion, thus complicating
comprehension by pathologists. In this work, we address
this by adopting biological entity-based graph processing
and graph explainers enabling explanations accessible to
pathologists. In this context, a major challenge becomes
to discern meaningful explainers, particularly in a standardized and quantifiable fashion. To this end, we propose
herein a set of novel quantitative metrics based on statistics of class separability using pathologically measurable
concepts to characterize graph explainers. We employ the
proposed metrics to evaluate three types of graph explainers, namely the layer-wise relevance propagation, gradientbased saliency, and graph pruning approaches, to explain
Cell-Graph representations for Breast Cancer Subtyping.
The proposed metrics are also applicable in other domains
by using domain-specific intuitive concepts. We validate the
qualitative and quantitative findings on the BRACS dataset,
a large cohort of breast cancer RoIs, by expert pathologists.
The code, data, and models can be accessed here1 .

1. Introduction
Histopathological image understanding has been revolutionized by recent machine learning advancements, especially deep learning (DL) [8, 53]. DL has catered to increasing diagnostic throughput as well as a need for high predictive performance, reproducibility and objectivity. However,
such advantages come at the cost of a reduced transparency
in decision-making processes [28, 61, 23]. Considering the
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1 https://github.com/histocartography/

patho-quant-explainer

Figure 1. Sample explanations produced by pixel- and entity-based
explainability techniques for a ductal carcinoma in situ RoI.

need for reasoning any clinical decision, it is imperative to
enable the explainability of DL decisions to pathologists.
Inspired by the explainability techniques (explainers) for
DL model decisions on natural images [57, 68, 67, 6, 40, 52,
33, 72, 11, 32], several explainers have been implemented
in digital pathology, such as feature attribution [10, 9, 23],
concept attribution [21], and attention-based learning [38].
However, pixel-level explanations, exemplified in Figure 1,
pose several notable issues, including: (1) a pixel-wise
analysis disregards the notion of biological tissue entities,
their topological distribution, and inter-entity interactions;
(2) a typical patch-based DL processing and explainer fail
to accommodate complete tumor macro-environment information; and (3) pixel-wise visual explanations tend to be
blurry. Explainability in entity space is thus a natural choice
to address the above issues. To that end, an entity graph representation is built for a histology image, where nodes and
edges denote biological entities and inter-entity interactions
followed by a Graph Neural Network (GNN) [35, 64]. The
choice of entities, such as cells [22, 71, 44], tissues [44] or
others, can be task-dependent. Subsequently, explainers for
graph-structured data [7, 46, 65] applied to the entity graphs
highlight responsible entities for the concluded diagnosis,
thereby generating intuitive explanations for pathologists.
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In the presence of various graph explainers producing
distinct explanations for an input, it is crucial to discern
the explainer that best fits the explainability definition [4].
In the context of computational pathology, explainability
is defined as making the DL decisions understandable to
pathologists [28]. To this end, the qualitative evaluation
of explainers’ explanations by pathologists is the candid
measure. However, it requires evaluations by task-specific
expert pathologists, which is subjective, time-consuming,
cumbersome, and expensive. Additionally, though the explanations are intuitive, they do not relate to pathologistunderstandable terminologies, e.g. “How big are the important nuclei?”, “How irregular are their shape?” etc.,
which toughens the comprehensive analysis. These bottlenecks undermine not only any qualitative assessment but
also quantitative metrics requiring user interactions [39].
Furthermore, expressing the quantitative metrics in userunderstandable terminologies [4] is fundamental to achieve
interpretability [16, 41]. To this end, the most popular quantitative metric, explainer fidelity [48, 15, 49, 27, 39, 46], is
not satisfactory. Moreover, explainers intrinsically maintain
high-fidelity, e.g. G NN E XPLAINER [65] produces an explanation to match the GNN’s prediction on the original graph.
Thus, we propose a set of novel user-independent quantitative metrics expressing pathologically-understandable
concepts. The proposed metrics are based on class separability statistics using such concepts, and they are applicable in other domains by incorporating domain-specific concepts. We use the proposed metrics to evaluate three types
of graph-explainers, (1) graph pruning: G NN E XPLAINER
[65, 29], (2) gradient-based saliency: G RAPH G RAD -CAM
[52, 46], G RAPH G RAD -CAM++ [11], (3) layer-wise relevance propagation: G RAPH LRP [6, 40, 51], for explaining
Cell-Graphs [22] in Breast Cancer Subtyping as shown in
Figure 1. Our specific contributions in this work are:
• A set of novel quantitative metrics based on the statistics of class separability using domain-specific concepts to characterize graph explainability techniques.
To the best of our knowledge, our metrics are the
first of their kind to quantify explainability based on
domain-understandable terminologies;
• Explainability in computational pathology using
pathologically intuitive entity graphs;
• Extensive qualitative and quantitative assessment of
various graph explainability techniques in computational pathology, with a validation of the findings by
expert pathologists.

2. Related work
Graphs in Digital Pathology: Graph-based tissue image analysis effectively describes a tissue environment by

incorporating morphology, topology, and tissue components interactions. To this end, cell-graph (CG) is the most
popular graph representation, where nodes and edges depict
cells and cellular interactions [22]. Cell morphology is embedded in the nodes via hand-crafted features [22, 71, 44]
or DL features [12, 45]. The graph topology is heuristically defined using k-Nearest Neighbors, probabilistic modeling, Waxman model etc. [56] Subsequently, the CGs
are processed by classical machine learning [56, 55, 54] or
GNN [71, 12, 18, 44] to map the tissue structure to function relationship. Recently, improved graph-representations
using patches [5], tissue components [44], and hierarchical cell-to-tissue relations [44] are proposed to enhance the
structure-function mapping. Other graph-based applications in computational pathology include cellular community detection [30], whole-slide image classification [70, 1]
etc. Intuitively, a graph representation utilizes pathologically relevant entities to represent a tissue specimen, which
allows pathologists to readily relate with the input, also enabling them to include any task-specific prior knowledge.
Explainability in Digital Pathology: Explainability is
an integral part of pathological diagnosis. Though DL solutions have achieved remarkable diagnostic performance,
their lack of explainability is unacceptable in the medical community [61]. Recent studies have proposed visual explanations [23] and salient regions [10, 23] using feature-attribution techniques [52, 11]. Differently,
concept-attribution technique [21] evaluates the sensitivity
of network output w.r.t. quantifiable image-level pathological concepts in patches. Although such explanations are
pathologist-friendly, image-level concepts are neither fit nor
meaningful for real-world large histology images that contain many localized concepts. Furthermore, attention-based
learning [38], and multimodal mapping between image and
diagnostic report [69] are devised to localize network attention. However, the pixel-wise and patch-based processing in
all the aforementioned techniques ignore biological entities’
notion; thus, they are not easily understood by pathologists.
Separately, the earlier stated entity graph-based processing provides an intuitive platform for pathologists. However, research on explainability and visualization using entity graphs has been scarce: CGC-Net [71] analyzes cluster
assignment of nodes in CG to group them according to their
appearance and tissue types. CGExplainer [29] introduces a
post-hoc graph-pruning explainer to identify decisive cells
and interactions. Robust spatial filtering [59] utilizes an
attention-based GNN and node occlusion to highlight cell
contributions. No previous work has comprehensively analyzed and quantified graph explainers in computational
pathology while expressing explanations in a pathologistunderstandable form to the best of our knowledge. This gap
between the existing and desired explainability of DL outputs in digital pathology motivates our work herein.
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed framework. (a) presents pathologist, and entity-based (cell-graph + GNN) diagnosis of a histology
image. (b) presents nuclei-level pathologically relevant concept measure D, a post-hoc graph explainability technique to derive nucleilevel importance I for concepts C, measurable attributes Ac , and classes T . D, I and prior pathological knowledge defining concepts’
relevance are utilized to propose a novel set of quantitative metrics to evaluate the explainer quality in pathologist-understandable terms.

3. Method
In this section, we present entity graph processing, explainability methods, and our proposed evaluation metrics.
First, we transform a histology region-of-interest (RoI) into
a biological entity graph. Second, we introduce a “blackbox” GNN that maps the entity graph to a corresponding
class label. Third, we employ a post-hoc graph explainer
to generate explanations. Finally, we perform a qualitative
and quantitative assessments of the generated explanations.
An overview of the methodology is shown in Figure 2.

3.1. Entity graph notations
We define an attributed undirected entity graph G :=
(V, E, H) as a set of nodes V , edges E, and node attributes H ∈ R|V |×d . d denotes the number of attributes
per node, and |.| denotes set cardinality. The graph topology
is defined by a symmetric graph adjacency, A ∈ R|V |×|V | ,
where Au,v = 1 if euv ∈ E. We denote the neighborhood
of a node v ∈ V as N (v) := {u ∈ V | v ∈ V, euv ∈ E }.
We denote a set of graphs as G.

3.2. Entity graph construction
Our methodology begins with transforming RoIs into
entity graphs. It ensures the method’s inputs are pathologically interpretable, as the inputs consist of biologicallydefined objects that pathologists can directly relate-to and
reason-with. Thus, image-to-graph conversion moves from
uninterpretable to interpretable input space. In this work,

we consider cells as entities, thereby transforming RoIs into
cell-graphs (CGs). A CG nodes and edges capture the morphology of cells and cellular interactions. A CG topology
acquires both tissue micro and macro-environment, which
is crucial for characterizing cancer subtypes.
First, we detect nuclei in a RoI at 40× magnification using Hover-Net [20], a nuclei segmentation algorithm pretrained on MoNuSeg [37]. We process patches of size
72×72 around the nuclei by ResNet34 [26] pre-trained on
ImageNet [14] to produce nuclei visual attributes. We further concatenate nuclei spatial attributes, i.e. nuclei centroids min-max normalized by RoI dimension. The nuclei
and their attributes (visual and spatial) define the nodes and
node attributes of the CG, respectively. Following prior
work [44], we construct the CG topology by employing
thresholded k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm. We set k = 5,
and prune the edges longer than 50 pixels (12.5 µm). The
CG-topology encodes how likely two nearby nuclei will interact [17]. A CG example is presented in Figure 1.

3.3. Entity graph learning
Given G, the set of CGs, the aim is to infer the corresponding cancer subtypes. We use GNNs [50, 13, 35, 24,
62, 66, 19], the conceptual analogous of 2D convolution for
graph-structured data, to classify the CGs. A GNN layer
follows two steps: for each node v ∈ V , (i) aggregation
step: the states of neighboring nodes, N (v), are aggregated
via a differentiable and permutation-invariant operator to
produce a(v) ∈ Rd , then, (ii) update step: the state of v
8108

is updated by combining the current node state h(v) ∈ Rd
and the aggregated message a(v) via another differentiable
operator. After L iterations, i.e. the number of GNN layers,
a readout step is employed to merge all the node states via
a differentiable and permutation-invariant function to result
in a fixed-size graph embedding. Finally, the graph embeddings are processed by a classifier to predict the class label.
In this work, we use a flavor of Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [64], that uses mean and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in the aggregation and update step respectively.
Formally, we define a layer as,


X
1
h(u)(l)
h(v)(l+1) = MLP(l) h(v)(l) +
|N (v)|
u∈N (v)

(1)
where h(v) denotes features of node v, and l ∈ {1, ..., L}.
Our GNN consists of 3-GIN layers, with each layer including a 2-layer MLP. The dimension of latent node embeddings is fixed to 64 for all layers. We use mean operation
in readout step, and feed the graph embedding to a 2-layer
MLP classifier. The GNN is trained end-to-end by minimizing cross-entropy loss between predicted logits and target cancer subtypes. We emphasize that the entity-based
processing follows a pathologist’s diagnostic procedure that
identifies diagnostically relevant nuclei and analyzes cellular morphology and topology in a RoI, as shown in Figure 2.

3.4. Post-hoc graph explainer
We generate an explanation per entity graph by employing post-hoc graph explainers. The explanations allow to
evaluate the pathological relevance of black-box neural network reasoning. Specifically, we aim to evaluate the agreement between the pathologically relevant set of nuclei in a
RoI, and the explainer identified set of important nuclei, i.e.
nuclei driving the prediction, in corresponding CG. In this
work, we consider three types of graph explainers for explaining CGs, which follow similar operational setting, i.e.
(i) input data are attributed graphs, (ii) a GNN is trained a
priori to classify the input data, and (iii) each data point can
be inferred independently to produce an explanation. We
present the graph explainers in the following sections and
their detailed mathematical formulations in the Appendix.
G RAPH LRP:
Layerwise relevance propagation
(LRP) [6] propagates the output logits backward in the
network using a set of propagation rules to quantify the
positive contribution of input pixels for a certain prediction.
Specifically, LRP assigns an importance score to each
neuron such that the output logit relevance is preserved
across layers. While initially developed for explaining
fully-connected layers, LRP can be extended to GNN by
treating the GNN aggregation step as a fully connected
layer that projects the graph adjacency matrix on the node
attributes as in [51]. LRP outputs per-node importance.

G RAPH G RAD -CAM: G RAD -CAM [52] is a feature
attribution approach designed for explaining CNNs operating on images. It produces class activation explanation
following two steps. First, it assigns weights to each channel of a convolutional layer l by computing the gradient
of the targeted output logit w.r.to each channel in layer l.
Second, importance of the input elements are computed by
the weighted combination of the forward activations at each
channel in layer l. The extension to GNN is straightforward [46], and only requires to compute the gradient of
the predicted logits w.r.to a GNN layer. Following prior
work [46], we take the average of node-level importancemaps obtained from all the GNN layers l ∈ {1, ..., L} to
produce smooth per-node importance.
G RAPH G RAD -CAM++: G RAD -CAM++ [11] is an
increment on G RAD -CAM by including spatial contributions into the channel-wise weight computation of a convolutional layer. The extension allows weighting the contribution by each spatial location at a layer for improved spatial
localization. The spatial locations in a convolutional layer
are analogous to the size of the graph in a GNN layer. With
this additional consideration, we propose an extension of
G RAD -CAM++ to graph-structured data.
G NN E XPLAINER: G NN E XPLAINER [65, 29] is a graph
pruning approach that aims to find a compact sub-graph
Gs ⊂ G such that mutual information between Gs and
GNN prediction of G is maximized. Sub-graph Gs
is regarded as the explanation for the input graph G.
G NN E XPLAINER can be seen as a feature attribution technique with binarized node importances. To address the
combinatorial nature of finding Gs , G NN E XPLAINER formulates it as an optimization problem that learns a mask
to activate or deactivate parts of the graph. [29] reformulates the initial approach in [65] to learn a mask over the
nodes instead of edges. The approach in [29] is better
suited for pathology as the nodes, i.e. biological entities,
are more intuitive and substantial for disease diagnosis than
heuristically-defined edges. The optimization for an entity
graph results in per-node importance.

3.5. Quantitative metrics for graph explainability
In the presence of several graph explainers producing
distinct explanations for an input, it is imperative to discern the explainer that produces the most pathologicallyaligned explanation. Considering the limitations of existing qualitative and quantitative measures presented in Section 1, we propose a novel set of quantitative metrics based
on class separability statistics using pathologically relevant
concepts. Intuitively, a good explainer should emphasize
the relevant concepts that maximize the class separation.
Details of the metric evaluations are presented as follows.
Input: A graph explainer outputs an explanation, i.e.
node-level importance I, for an input CG. To quantify a
8109

Figure 3. Overview of proposed quantitative assessment. (a) presents input dataset D, and parameters concepts C, measurable attributes
Ac , classes T , and importance thresholds K. For simplicity |Ac | = 1, ∀c ∈ C in this figure. (b) shows histogram probability densities for
∀a ∈ Ac , ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T . (c) displays the algorithm for computing class separability score S. (d) presents the algorithm for computing
the proposed class separability-based risk-weighted quantitative metrics.

concept c ∈ C, C denoting the set of concepts, we measure nuclear attributes a ∈ Ac for each nucleus in CG,
e.g., for c = nuclear shape, we measure Ac = {perimeter,
roughness,
eccentricity, circularity}. We create a dataset
S
D = t∈T Dt , T denoting the set of cancer subtypes. We
define Dt := {(Dit , Iit )|i = 1, . . . , Nt }∀t ∈ T , where Nt is
the number of CGs for tumor type t. Iit and Dit are, respectively, the sorted importance matrix for a CG indexed by i
and corresponding node-level attribute matrix. To perform
inter-concept comparisons, we conduct attribute-wise normalization across all Dit ∀t, i. In order to compare different
explainers, we conduct CG-wise normalization of I. The
structure of input dataset D is presented in Figure 2(a).
Note that the notion of important nuclei vary (1) per-CG
since the number of nodes vary across CGs, and (2) perexplainer. Hence, selecting a fixed number of important nuclei per-CG and per-explainer is not meaningful. To overcome this issue, we assess different number of important
nuclei k ∈ K, selected based on node importances, per-CG
and per-explainer. In the following sections we will show
how to aggregate the results for a given explainer.
Histogram construction: Given the input dataset D,
and parameters K, C, Ac , T , we apply threshold k ∈ K on
Iit , ∀t ∈ T , ∀i ∈ Nt to select CG-wise most important nuclei. The cancer subtype-wise selected set of nuclei data
(k)
from D are used to construct histograms Ht (a), ∀a ∈ Ac ,
(k)
∀c ∈ C and ∀t ∈ T . For histogram Ht (a), bin-edges are

decided by quantizing the complete range of attribute a, i.e.
(k)
D(a), by a fixed step size. We convert each Ht (a) into a
probability density function. Similarly, sets of histograms
are constructed by applying different thresholds k ∈ K.
Sample histograms are shown in Figure 2(b).
Separability Score (S): Given two classes tx , ty ∈ T
(k)
and corresponding probability density functions Htx (a)
(k)
(k)
and Hty (a), we compute class separability sa (tx , ty )
based on optimal transport as the Wasserstein distance be(k)
tween the two density functions. We average sa (tx , ty )
(k)
over all a ∈ Ac to obtain a score sc (tx , ty ) for concept
c and threshold k. Finally, we compute the area-underthe-curve (AUC) over the threshold range K to get the aggregated class separability S(tx ,ty ),c for a concept c. The
class separability score indicates the significance of concept c for the purpose of separating tx and ty . Thus, separability scores can be used to compare different concepts
and to identify relevant ones for differentiating tx and ty .
A pseudo-algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, and illustrated in Figure 2(c). A separability matrix S ∈ RΩ×|C| is
built by computing class separability
 scores for all pair-wise
classes, i.e. ∀ (tx , ty ) ∈ Ω := |T2 | and ∀c ∈ C.
Statistics of Separability Score: Since explainability is
not uniquely defined, we include multiple metrics highlighting different facets. We compute three separability statistics
∀(tx , ty ) ∈ Ω using S as given in Equation (2), i.e. (1) max8110

imum: the utmost separability, (2) average: the expected
separability. These two metrics encode (model+explainer)’s
focus, i.e. “how much the black-box model implicitly uses
the concepts for class separability?” (3) correlation: encodes the agreement between (model+explainer)’s focus
and pathological prior P . P ∈ RΩ×|C| signifies the relevance ∀c ∈ C for differentiating (tx , ty ) ∈ Ω, e.g. nuclear
size is highly relevant for classifying benign and malignant
tumor as important nuclei in malignant are larger than important nuclei in benign.
smax (tx , ty ) = max S(tx ,ty ),c
c∈C

savg (tx , ty ) =

1 X
S(tx ,ty ),c
|C|

Algorithm 1: Class separability computation.
Input: D = {(Dit , Iit )}, t ∈ T , i ∈ Nt
Parameter: T , C, Ac , K
|T |
Result: S ∈ R( 2 )×|C|
for c in C do // go over concepts
for k in K do // go over nuclei thresh
for a in Ac do // go over attributes
for t in T do // go over classes
var ← Dit (a)[: k] // sorted Iit
(k)
Ht (a) ← histogram(var)

for (tx , ty ) in |T2 | do // go over
class pairs

(2)

(k)

scorr (tx , ty ) = ρ(S(tx ,ty ),c=1,..,|C| , P(tx ,ty ),c=1,..,|C| )

(k)

sc (tx , ty ) ←
8

where ρ denotes Pearson correlation. smax , savg ∈ [0, )
show separation between unnormalized class-histograms;
and scorr ∈ [-1, 1] shows agreement between S and P .
We build Smax , Savg and Scorr by computing Equation (2)
∀(tx , ty ) ∈ Ω. Metrics’ complementary may lead to relevant concepts different to pathological understanding.
Risk: We conceptually introduce the notion of risk as
a weight to indicate the cost of misclassifying a sample of
class tx , erroneously as class ty [60, 25]. Indeed, misclassifying a malignant tumor as a benign tumor is riskier than
misclassifying it as an atypical tumor. Thus, we construct a
risk vector R ∈ RΩ . In this work, each entry in R defines
the symmetric risk of differentiating tx from ty measured as
the number of class-hops needed to evolve from tx to ty .
Metrics: Finally, we propose three quantitative metrics
based on class separability to assess an explainer quality.
The metrics are computed as the risk weighted sum of the
statistics of separability scores, i.e., (1) maximum separability Smax,R := Smax ⊙R, (2) average separability Savg,R :=
Savg ⊙ R, (3) correlated separability Scorr,R := Scorr ⊙ R,
where ⊙ defines the Hadamard product. The first two metrics are pathologist-independent, and the third metric requires expert pathologists to impart the domain knowledge
in the form of pathological prior P . Such prior can be defined individually by a pathologist or collectively by consensus of several pathologists, and it is independent of the
algorithm generated explanations.

4. Results
This section describes the analysis of CG explainability for breast cancer subtyping. We evaluate three types
of graph explainers and quantitatively analyze the explainer
quality using the proposed class separability metrics.

4.1. Dataset
We experiment on BReAst Cancer Subtyping (BRACS),
a large collection of breast tumor RoIs [44]. BRACS con-

(k)

(k)

sa (tx , ty ) ← d(Htx (a), Hty (a))

c∈C

1
|Ac |

P

(k)

a∈Ac

sa (tx , ty )

(k)

S(tx ,ty ),c ← AUCk∈K (sc (tx , ty ))

sists of 4391 RoIs at 40× resolution from 325 H&E stained
breast carcinoma whole-slides. The RoIs are annotated by
the consensus of three pathologists as, (1) Benign (B): normal, benign and usual ductal hyperplasia, (2) Atypical (A):
flat epithelial atypia and atypical ductal hyperplasia, and
(3) Malignant (M): ductal carcinoma in situ and invasive.
The RoIs consist of an average #pixels=3.9 ± 4.3 million,
and average #nuclei=1468 ± 1642, and are stain normalized
using [58]. The train, validation, and test splits are created
at the whole-slide level, including 3163, 602, and 626 RoIs.

4.2. Training
We conducted our experiments using PyTorch [43] and
the Deep Graph Library (DGL) [63]. The GNN architecture for CG classification is presented in Section 3.3. The
CG classifier was trained for 100 epochs using Adam optimizer [34], 10−3 learning rate and 16 batch size. The best
CG-classifier achieved 74.2% weighted F1-score on the test
set for the three-class classification. Average time for processing a 1K×1K RoI on a NVIDIA P100 GPU is 2s for
CG generation and 0.01s for GNN inference.

4.3. Qualitative assessment
Figure 4 presents explanations, i.e. nuclei importance
maps, from four studied graph explainers. We observe that
G RAPH G RAD -CAM and G RAPH G RAD -CAM++ produce
similar importance maps. The G NN E XPLAINER generates
almost binarized nuclei importances. Interestingly, the gradient and pruning-based techniques consistently highlight
similar regions. Indeed, the approaches focus on relevant
epithelial region and unfocus on stromal nuclei and lymphocytes outside the glands. Differently, G RAPH LRP produces less interpretable maps through high spatial localiza8111

Figure 4. Qualitative results. The rows represent the cancer subtypes, i.e. Benign, Atypical and Malignant, and the columns represent
the graph explainability techniques, i.e. G NN E XPLAINER, G RAPH G RAD -CAM, G RAPH G RAD -CAM++, and G RAPH LRP. Nuclei-level
importance ranges from blue (the least important) to red (the most important).

tion (Figure 4(d)) or less spatial localization (Figure 4(h,l)).
Qualitative visual assessment of Figure 4 conclude that,
(1) fidelity preserving explainers result differently based on
the underlying mechanism, (2) high fidelity does not guarantee straightforward pathologist-understandable explanations, (3) qualitative assessment cannot rigorously compare
explainers’ quality, and (4) large-scale tedious pathological
evaluation is inevitable to rank the explainers.

4.4. Quantitative results
For cancer subtyping, relevant concepts are nuclear morphology and topology [47, 31, 42, 2]. Here, we focus on
nuclear morphology, i.e. C = {size, shape, shape variation,
density, chromaticity}. Table 2 lists the attributes Ac , ∀c ∈
C. In our experiments, we select K = {5, 10, ..., 50} nuclei per CG. We further introduce a R ANDOM explainer via
random nuclei selection strategy per CG to assess a lower
bound per quantitative metric. Table 1 presents the statistics
of pair-wise class separability and aggregated separability
w/ and w/o risk to assess the studied explainers quantitatively. Also, for each class pair (tx , ty ), we compute classification accuracy by using the CGs of type tx , ty .
Noticeably, G NN E XPLAINER achieves the best maximum and average separability for majority of pair-wise
classes. G RAPH G RAD -CAM++ and G RAPH G RAD -CAM
followed G NN E XPLAINER except for (B vs. A), where
G RAPH LRP outperforms them. All explainers outperform R ANDOM which conveys that the quality of the explainers’ explanations are better than random. Notably,

G RAPH G RAD -CAM and G RAPH G RAD -CAM++ quantitatively perform very similarly, which is consistent with our
qualitative analysis in Figure 4. Interestingly, a positive correlation is observed between pair-wise class accuracies and
average separability for the explainers, i.e. better classification leads to better concept separability, and thus produces
better explanations. Further, the observation does not hold
for R ANDOM generated explanations, which possesses undifferentiable average concept separability.
To obtain pathological prior to compute correlation separability, we consulted three pathologists to rank the concepts in terms of their relevance for discriminating each pair
of classes. For instance, given an atypical RoI, we asked
how important is nuclear shape to classify the RoI as not
benign and not malignant. Acquired concept ranks for each
class pair are min-max normalized to output prior matrix P .
We observe that G NN E XPLAINER, G RAPH G RAD -CAM
and G RAPH G RAD -CAM++ have positive correlated separability for (B vs. M), (A vs. M), and nearly zero values for
(B vs. A). It shows that the explanations for (B vs. M) and
(A vs. M) bear similar relevance of concepts as the pathologists, and focus on a different relevance of concepts for (B
vs. A). G RAPH G RAD -CAM++ has the best overall agreement at the concept-level with the pathologists, followed
by G RAPH G RAD -CAM and G NN E XPLAINER. R ANDOM
agrees significantly worse than the three explainers, and
G RAPH LRP has the least agreement. Table 2 provides
more insights by highlighting the per-concept metrics of
G NN E XPLAINER. Nuclear size is the most relevant con8112

Savg,R

Smax

Smax,R

B vs. A vs. M
74.92
Agg. Metric w/o Risk (↑) Agg. Metric w/ Risk (↑)
12.98
19.22
9.01
13.42
9.09
13.51
6.07
8.53
3.39
4.65
6.25
9.03
5.80
8.37
5.85
8.43
4.44
6.03
3.00
4.00
0.72
1.08
1.14
1.71
1.16
1.74
−0.87
−1.36
−0.86
−1.17
Scorr,R

Savg

B vs. A B vs. M A vs. M
77.19
90.29
80.42
Metric ∀ (tx , ty ) ∈ Ω (↑)
3.26
6.24
3.48
1.24
4.41
3.36
1.27
4.42
3.40
2.33
2.46
1.28
1.02
1.26
1.11
1.54
2.78
1.93
1.15
2.57
2.08
1.18
2.58
2.09
1.38
1.59
1.47
1.05
1.00
0.95
−0.02
0.36
0.38
−0.01
0.57
0.58
−0.01
0.58
0.59
−0.15
−0.49
−0.23
−0.37
−0.31
−0.18

Scorr

smax (tx , ty )
savg (tx , ty )
scorr (tx , ty )

Tasks (Ω)
Accuracy (in %)
Explainer
G NN E XPLAINER
G RAPH G RAD -CAM
G RAPH G RAD -CAM++
G RAPH LRP
R ANDOM
G NN E XPLAINER
G RAPH G RAD -CAM
G RAPH G RAD -CAM++
G RAPH LRP
R ANDOM
G NN E XPLAINER
G RAPH G RAD -CAM
G RAPH G RAD -CAM++
G RAPH LRP
R ANDOM

Table 1. Quantitative assessment of graph explainers: G NN E XPLAINER, G RAPH G RAD -CAM, G RAPH G RAD -CAM++ and G RAPH LRP,
using proposed maximum, average, and correlated separability metrics. Results are provided for each pair-wise breast subtyping tasks,
and are aggregated w/o and w/ risk weighting, i.e. Smax and Smax,R . The first and second best values are indicated in bold and underline.

Concept (Attributes) / Tasks (Ω)
Size (area)
Shape (perimeter, roughness, eccentricity, circularity)
Shape variation (shape factor)
Density (mean density, std density)
Chromaticity (GLCM contrast, homogeneity, ASM, entropy, variance)
Average separability (↑)

B vs. A
3.26
1.27
0.69
1.01
1.44
1.54

B vs. M
6.24
2.23
2.30
0.80
2.31
2.78

A vs. M
3.47
1.60
1.99
0.52
2.07
1.93

w/o risk (↑)
12.97
5.10
4.97
2.33
5.82
6.25

w/ risk (↑)
19.21
7.34
7.28
3.14
8.13
9.03

Table 2. Quantification of concepts for pair-wise and aggregated class separability in G NN E XPLAINER. The first and second best values
are indicated in bold and underline. The per-concept attributes are presented in the first column.

cept, followed by chromaticity and shape variation. Comparatively nuclear density is the least relevant concept.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we presented an approach for explaining black-box DL solutions in computational pathology. We advocated for biological entity-based analysis instead of conventional pixel-wise analysis, thus providing an intuitive space for pathological understanding. We employed four graph explainability techniques,
i.e. graph pruning (G NN E XPLAINER), gradient-based
saliency (G RAPH G RAD -CAM, G RAPH G RAD -CAM++)
and layerwise relevance propagation (G RAPH LRP), to explain “black-box” GNNs processing the entity graphs.
We proposed a novel set of user-independent quantitative metrics expressing pathologically-understandable concepts to evaluate the graph explainers, which relaxes
the exhaustive qualitative assessment by expert pathologists. Our analysis concludes that the explainer bearing the best class separability in terms of concepts is

G NN E XPLAINER, followed by G RAPH G RAD -CAM++
and G RAPH G RAD -CAM. G RAPH LRP is the worst explainer in this category while outperforming a randomly
created explanation. We observed that the explainer
quality is directly proportional to the GNN’s classification performance for a pair of classes. Furthermore,
G RAPH G RAD -CAM++ produces explanations that best
agrees with the pathologists in terms of concept relevance,
and objectively highlights the relevant set of concepts. Considering the expansion of entity graph-based processing,
such as radiology, computation biology, satellite and natural images, graph explainability and their quantitative evaluation is crucial. The proposed method encompassing
domain-specific user-understandable terminologies can potentially be of great use in this direction. It is a meta-method
that is applicable to other domains and tasks by incorporating relevant entities and corresponding concepts. For instance, with entity-graph nodes denoting car/body parts in
Stanford Cars [36]/ Human poses [3], and expert knowledge
available on car-model/ activity, our method can infer relevant parts by quantifying their agreement with experts.
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